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Polarized-Coded Track and Control Circuits
For New Single-Track Station-to-Station Aut01natic Block

On the Rock Island*
A detailed explanation of
the timing and operation
of the polarized - coded
track circuits, as well as the
other control circuits, in
which no line wires are
used for signal controls in
sta tion- to- sta tion blocks

BETWEEN Omaha, Neb., and Limon,
Colo., on the Rocky Mountain Route
of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,
there is 490 miles of single track
which is being equipped with an auto
matic block signaling system that in
cludes several new and novel features,
not only with reference to the opera
tion and spacing of trains, but also in
the use of a new and unique applica
tion of polarized-coded track circuits
by means of which the signaling con
trols require no line wires in the sta
tion-to-station blocks. In general, the
system provides two-indication, ab
solute normal-clear station-departure
signals, shown as signals, 2, 5, 8 and
11 in Fig. 1, for the protection of each
station-to-station block. Permissive
three-aspect, normal-stop. station-en-

stop permissive approach signals, cap
able of displaying three aspects, are
provided, shown as signals 1. 6, 7 and
12 in Fig. 1, located at full-braking
distance plus medium-speed braking
distance in advance of each station
entering signal, in order to give en
ginemen information concerning the
aspect displayed by the station-enter
ing signals. Signals 1, 6, 7 and 12 are
merely approach signals, and are not
located as intermediate automatic
signals.

General Scheme
of Operation

In a station-to-station block, as for
example between signal 8 at Station A
and signal 5 at Station B, shown in
Fig. 1, the signals are controlled by a
new and unique adaption of polarized
coded track circuits without the use of
line circuits between stations. The
commonly accepted term, coded track
circuits, does not exactly apply to this
new scheme, because different rates of
cocle, such as 75, 120 or 180 per min
ute, are not used to control the signals
to display different aspects. In order
to explain the Rock Island scheme, the
teflll. impulse, may well be used. The

circuit. 'With the system dormant,
the relay is connected, but if the track
circuit is to be fed from a given end,
the contacts are operated to connect
the battery rather than the relay.
Thus, the track circuits can be fed and
operated in either one direction or the
other. Looking at it in another way,
they can be fed first one way and then
the other through a station-to-station
block as a whole. The new feature
on the Rock Island is that as applying
to the control of station-departure
signals, such as signals 5 and 8, the
track circuits for the station-to-station
block are normally in operation in
both directions to condition both such
signals to display the Clear aspect
upon the approach of a train thereto,
thus in effect duplicating the function
of two line-control circuits in a con
ventional single-track A.P.B. auto
matic block circuit scheme.

Special Code
Transmitting Combination

In order to operate coded track cir
cuits without line wires for the control
of the signals through the relatively
long sections of single track. a special

Fig. I-Typical station-to-station track and signal layout with no intermediate signals as such

tering signals, shown as signals 3, 4, 9
and 10 in the same figure, are pro
vided at the ends of each passing track
to govern the approach of trains
throuO"h the station block. Normal-

·This article is the second of two to appear on
the development and installation by the Rock
Island of a unique single-track station-ta-station
automatic block system, based on polarized-coded
track circuits without line wires, and which is
being installed on 490 miles of single track be
tween Omaha, Neb., and Limon, Colo. The first
article appeared on page 264 of the April issue of
Raih.t,oy Signali,lg, and should be read first in
order to understand the entire installation, opera
tion thereof, and the circuits explained in this
article.

absolute station-departure signals,
such as signals Sand 8, are capable of
displaying only two aspects, and are
normal-clear signals. When track cir
cuit energy impulses are not being re
ceived at such a signal from the oppos
ing end of the station-to-station block,
it is conditioned to display Stop, but
when impulses are being received, the
signal is conditioned to display Clear.

The track circuits on this Rock Is
land signaling are the double-end type.
In other words, there is a relay and a
battery at both ends of every track

code-transmitting combination was
developed, in which a 7S CT code
transmitter and three CD code-fol
lowing or CDP cocle-following-repeat
er relays are used, the arrangement of
which is shown in Fig. 5. Operation
of the circuits involved in this C0111

bination will be discussed in further
detail later in this article.

Commencing the explanation as of
a certain instant, say that an impulse
of d.c. energy of about 0.4 second
duration, is fed eastward from signal
8 to track circuit a, shown in Fig. 2,
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Typical sration-emering and starion-departure signal location on the Rock Island between Omaha and Limon

and is relayed through track circuit b.
c, d and e. On receipt of this impulse
the track relay at the east end of track
circuit e is picked up and then re
leased. Vlhile this relay is up, a surge
of energy is fed to the coil of a slow
release relay, and as long as the track
relay is operated not less than a cer
tain number of times per minute so
that the slow-release relay gets shots
at the rate of not less than a certain
number of times per minute, the slow
release relay stays up, thus condition
ing the controls for the display of the
Clear aspect in signal 5 at Station B
upon the approach of a train.

In this scheme an eastward impulse
goes through the track circuits of the
entire station-to-station block which in
some instances is as long as 8 miles,
including as many as 5 track sections,
averaging 8,500 ft. in length. Each
time a pulse of energy ceases in a
track circuit, some appreciable time is
required to allow the relay to release
and for the 50-called "charge" to dis-

sipate from the rails so that the feed
of the pulse in the opposite direction
will carry through. Thus, the "off"
period between the eastward pulses
must be of a sufficient duration to al

.Iow time for the release of all track
relays at the east end 0f each track
circuit, and in addition, be of sufficient
duration to permit the westward
pulses to feed through the entire sta
tion-to-station block. An important
point is that the sending of a westward
impulse from signal 5 does not depend
on the receipt of an eastward impulse
at that location. The eastward pulse
must simply get there when it should,
otherwise it will be opposing a west
ward impulse which would cause un
satis factory operation, and result in
station-departure signals being concli
tioned to display Stop when they
should be cleared. The main point
here, however, is that each impulse is
of about 0.4 second dlll'ation, and de
pending upon the lengths of the track
circuits and overall station-to-station

blocks and ballast conditions, the
lengths of the "off" periods range
from 2 to 3 seconds. The 0.4 second
on and 2 seconds off totals about 25
impulses per minute.

Station-co·Station Operation
of Track Circuits

Referring to Fig. 3, typical circuits
for the east end of Station A includ
ing signals 8 and 9, and for the west
,,'ard distant signal 7, assume that the
coding apparatus at Station A is op
erating to apply track circuit code
pulses to the left-hand end of track
circuit 7T at the rate of 25 impulses
per minute. Code pulses are positive
to the upper rail which operate relay
7HT at signal 7 through front con
tacts of the B5TBP back contact track
repeater relay. The operation of relay
7HT operates the 7HTP relay each
time its front contact is closed. The
7HTP relay is a CD code-following
relay which follows the code opera-
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Fig. 2-Typical station·to·station block with the
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Fig. 3-Left-band section, showing typical citcuits for rbe east end of Station A, including signals 8 and 9

tion. Relay BsTBP is a repeater of
the back contact of the BsTP relay
and is energized when the track re
lay BsT for the section in approach
to signal 7 is de-energized. Thus, the
circuit for relay 7HT is closed only
during the time that track relay BsT
is de-energized. Each time the 7HTP
relay picks up, it completes a circuit
for feeding a code impulse to the left
hand end of section BsT in approach
to signal 7. The code action is similar
to the action of a front-contact repeat
ing cut section using a track repeater
for transmitting the pulse to the next
track circuit.

At the cut section, shown in Fig. 4,
the code pulse picks up the track relay
BsT through a back contact of track
relay AsT. Only one cut section is
illustrated here in the accompanying
diagrams, but all cut sections in the
station-to-station block between dis
tant signals are identical. When the
BsT track relay at the cut section
picks up it applies a pulse to the next
track circuit to the right, AsT, which
picks up and operates the AsT track
relay, which is connected to the right
hand end of the track circuit in ap
proach to distant signal 6. The cir
cuit for energizing the AsT track re
lay at distant signal 6 includes back

contacts of relays sHTP and sDTP.
Each time the AsT relay at signal 6
picks up, it energizes a CD code-fol
lowing-repeater relay AsTP. Each
time the AsTP relay picks up, it re
leases the AsTBP relay, the object of
which is to provide a' short time inter
val in the operation of the next track
circuit to the right, sT, so that each
time a pulse of energy is removed
from this track circuit, there is a short
time interval before the track relay is
connected to the track. This time in
terval allows for the reactive kick
from the track circuit to take place be
fore the relay is connected to the rails.

Each time relay AsTP at signal 6
picks up and relay AsTBP drops, a
positive pulse is applied to the left
hand end of section sT through a
front contact of the ·AsTP relay and
back contacts of the AsTBP relay. In
doing so, the track circuit feed by
passes the coils of relays sHT and
sDT, in order to provide for the op
eration of a 2-point P-4 track relay at
the opposite end of the track circuit
ST. When a pulse is received at the
right-hand end of the track circuit at
Station B, shown in Fig. 4, relay sT
is energized by current from the posi
tive rail to the positive terminal of
relay sT and through back contacts of

relays CRA or CRB to the negativ.e
rail. Thus, relay sT is picked up only
when the CRA or CRB relays at Sta
tion B are down, at which time the
battery feed is cut off from the track
at this location. The operation 0 f the
sT relay picks up relays sTFP and
sTBP when code is being received.
Front contacts of the relay sTBP pre
pare the circuits for clearing signalS.
It will be noted in Fig. 4, that the
control of the coils of signal 5 starts
with positive battery B + A over a
back contact of the 4S relay, or a com
bination of a back contact of the 2W
relay and a front contact of the 4S
relay, over a front contact of the
sTFP relay, through the coils, and to
negative battery B- over a front con
tact of the sTBP relay.

Code Westward

When the sT relay at Station B
picks up, one of its back contacts opens
the CRA2 circuit of the CRA, CRB
and CRC relay westward code-trans
mitting combination at Station B,
shown in Fig. 4 and S. Figure 5
represents the typical power supply
circuit and special code-transmitting
combination circuits for providing the
25 code required in the operation of
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Fig. 3-Right·hand section, showing typical circuits for the westward distant signal 7

the polarized-coded track circuits.
Thus, if relay CRA is up at the time
that the ST 'relay at Station B, shown
in Fig. 4, picks up, it becomes de
energized and remains so until the ST
relay releases. After the release of
the ST relay, relay CRA is again
energized the first time the code trans
mitter closes its front contact. The
CRB relay at Station B is picked up
when the code transmitter closes its
back contact after picking up the CRA
relay. In a similar manner, the CRC
relay is picked up when the code trans
mitter closes its front contact after
picking up the CRB relay. The
picking up of the CRC relay opens
one branch of the stick circuit of the
CRA relay, and when the code trans
mitter opens its front contacts, the
CRA relay is released. The CRA
relay then opens one branch of the
stick circuit of the relay CRB. The
next time the code transmitter picks
up, it opens the other branch of
the stick circuit of the relay CRB so
that this relay releases. In a like man
ner, the release of relay CRB opens
one branch of relay CRC, and the next
time the freint contact of the code

transmitter opens the CRC relay is re
leased.

This action continues and when the
CRA and CRB relays again pick up,
a pulse of energy is applied to the
track through back contacts of the
CRC relay and pole-changer contacts
of the 4GP relay. The pulse of
energy is applied only while the ST re
lay is down. Therefore, it is applied
only during an off period of the track
code transmitted from Station A. The
track pulse applied to the right-hand
end of track section ST at Station B
picks up relay SHT at distant signal 6
through front contacts of the ASTBP
relay in the same manner as described
in connection with the 7HT and
BSTBP relays at signal 7. Each time
the SHT relay picks up, it energizes
the SHTP relay, which is a code fol
lowing relay, and each time relay
SHTP picks up it applies a pulse of
code to the right-hand end of track
section AST in approach to signal 6.
This code pulse operates the AST
relay at the cut section and, this ap
plies a pulse of energy at the right
hand end of section BST which picks
relay BST at signal 7, shown in Fig. 3.

With relay BST up, the BSTP relay
is energized which in turn releases the
BSTBP relay so that a pulse of energy
is applied to tbe right-hand end of
track section 7T through relays BSTP
up and relay BSTBP down. Pulses
of energy in track circuit 7T operate
relay 7T at signal 8 to pick up relays
7TFB and 7TBP to prepare the cir
cuits for clearing signal 8. The con
trol of the coils of signal 8, it will be
noted in Fig. 3, start with positive
battery B + A, over a back contact
of the 9S relay, a front contact of the
7TFP relay, through the coils, and to
negative battery B- over a front con
tact of the 7TBP relay.

Control of Energy for
Special Code Transmitting

The energy for operating the CRA,
CRB and CRC relays at Station A is
controlled by a front contact of relay
9TP to provide for the overlap con
trol of signal 7 into the siding area in
advance of signal 9. This energy is
also controlled by a back contact of
the 7T I'elay to provide co-ordination
between codes sent from opposite ends
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of the block. In a like manner, the
control of 6 is overlapped into the sid
lllg area in advance of SIgnal 4. by
controlling the energy for operatmg
the CRA, eRB and CRC over a front
contact of the relay A3T. Similar to
the arrangement at the opposite end
of the block, this energy is also con
trolled by a back contact of the ST
relay to provide co-ordination between
codes sent from opposite ends of the
block. In Fig. 5, it will be noted that
a TFP contact is also used at the

RAILWAY SIGNALING

A9T, it releases track repeater relay
9TP, whIch stops the operation of
the code transmitting relays at Station
A so that code pulses are no longer
received by relay ST at Station B,
releasing relays STFP and STBP and
opening the circuit of signalS. The
coding apparatus at Station B con
tinues to operate and transmit code
pulses to the track as described before
to maintain signal 8 in condition to
display the Clear aspect for the train
to proceed. \iVith an eastbound train
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received frol11 Station A and relays
STFP and STBP down, it picks up
the 4GP relay. In Fig. 4, the control
of coils of signal 4 ends with battery
C, through the coils, over front con
tacts of the A3T. 2VV and a back con
tact of the STBP relays to line cir
cuit 4G which extends to the east end
of the siding and breaks through front
contacts of the 3TES and 2GP relays
(not shown) to battery B + B for the
green aspect of Cl~ar, similar to the
line circuit lOG shown in Fig. 3. For

B5T A5T

A5RB 5TBJ
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A5T 5T

ii!:!!7- 1_"", A5RN
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a yellow aspect of Approach, the cir
cuit breaks over a back contact of the
2GP relay to battery B-, resulting in
change of polarity. The 4GP relay up
with signal 4 cleared pole changes the
track circuit feed to the track circuit
ST in approach to signal 4 so that
positive code pulses are applied to the
lower rail to operate relay SDT at sig
nal 6, but not relay SHT, due to the
difference in polarity. The operation
of the SDT relay is repeated by the
SDTP relay. With the ASTFP relay
down, which is the case if a train is
approaching from the left, relays
STBP and 6D at signal 6 are picked
up by the code operation of the SDTP
relay. Relay 6D up prepares the cir-
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Fig. 4-Left-hand
section, showing
t y pic a I cirruits
for a cut section
and the eastward
distant signal 6
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in section A9T, the 9TP track re
peater relay is down, and a circuit
completed over a back contact of that
relay to light signal 8 for the display
of the Clear aspect of green.

When signal 4 is cleared at Station
B to display green by no code being
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west end of the block only to provide
for sufficient difference in code speeds
to return the system to normal after
the passage of a train in either direc
tion.

"Vhen an eastbound train arrives at
Station A and enters track circuit
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cuits for clearing signal 6. The Clear
or green control of the coils of signal
6 starts with positive battery B+ over
a back contact of the 6H relay, front
contacts of the 6D and 6AP relays,
through the coils and to negative bat
tery B- over a front contact of the
6D and a back contact of the 6H re
lay. The 6H relay up results in a
change in pol.arity and the display

RAILWAY SIGNALING

and STBP at signal 6.'
A series approach relay is also pro

vided in connection with the track
circuit in approach to signal 6. Energy
is applied to this relay every time
energy is supplied to the right-hand
end of track section AST, but as long
as this track circuit is unoccupied, the
energy flowing in relay 6A is not suf
ficient enough to cause it to close its
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contact of the 6AP relay. An addi
tional lighting circuit is provided for
signal 6 over back contacts of the 6H,
6D and ASTFP relays to assure the
lighting of signal 6 for an approaching
train if the block of signal 6 is oc
cupied.

VVhen the eastbound train from the
left passes signal 6 and clears section
."'.ST, coded energy from the left op-
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Fig. 4-Right·hand section, showing typical circuits for the wesr end of Station B, including signals 4 and 5
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of the yellow aspect of Approach, pro
viding the 6AP approach relay is up.
Controls of signal 7 are similar.

When relays AST and ASTP at
signal 6 are operating, relay ASTFP is
energized each time the ASTP relay
picks up. Therefore, when a train is
approaching from the left and the
coded energy is cut off from the oper
ation of the AST relay, relay ASTFP
is released and completes the circuits
for approach energizing of relays 6D

front contacts. However, when the
eastbound train approaches within ap
proximately 4,000 ft. of signal 6, a
train shunt causes relay 6A to close its
front contact and energize relay 6AP.
This relay is snubbed by a condenser
so that it remains energized during the
off period of the code. Relay 6AP up
completes the circuits for signal 6
when either the 6H or 6D relay is
picked up. The lighting circuit for
signal 6 is also completed by a front

erates relay AST and causes relay
ASTFP to pick up, provided, of
course, that no following train is
within the control limits. Thus, the
second lighting circuit for signal 6,
described before, will usually be
closed only during the time the train
is passing the signal.

'When a train occupies any section
of the track between signal 8 and sig
nal 4 the train shunt prevents the
transmission of track circuit pulses
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through the station-to-station block.
Therefore, the track relays ST :l;t Sta
tion Band 7T at Station A wIll not
operate while ~h,: eastbound tram de
scribed above IS m the block. At Sta
tion B, relays sTFP and sTBP will
release, to hold signal 5 at Stop, and
signal 4 will be lighted through a back
contact of the relay sTBP. Likewise,
signal 8 at Station A will be held at
Stop and signal 9 will be lighted.

When the train passes signal 4 at
Station B, with the A3T and sTBP
relays down and the 4YGP relay up,
the 4S relay is energized, thus per
mitting code to move westward all the
way through to Station A again, and
allowing signals 6 and 8 to condition
for clearing for other train move
ments. The operation of the circuits
for westbound train movements is
similar to that for eastbound train
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release when a westbound light engine
passes signalS, and thereby closes
the pick-up circuit of relay SS, and
thereby prepares the control of signal
3 to display a yellow aspect for a fol
lowing move. This is important
because overlaps for following train
movements are different from those
for opposing moves, as described in
the preceding article in the April
issue of Railway Signalillg.

The control of signal overlaps for
opposing and following moves is ac
complished automatically by train
movements in connection with a spe
cial arrangement of long and short
track circuits, switch circuit controller
connections at the passing tracks,
which can be noted in Fig. 3 and 4.
Functioning of this arrangement de
pends upon the direction in which the
train is moving on the main line and
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ing trains to enter the siding without
fouling the overlap.

The switch circuit controller on the
east-end switch of the passing track,
shown in Fig. 3, shunts the short track
circuit, while the switch circuit con
troller on the west-end switch of the
passing track does not, the latter con
trolling a switch repeater relay 2W,
which in turn controls a track repeater
relay, not always acting as such,
shown as 9TP in Fig. 3, and con
trolled by a line circuit, shown as 9TP
in Fig. 3 and 3TP in Fig. 4. This
arrangement, providing a relay at each
end of the siding, was found to be the
most economical and effective arrange
ment, and furthermore, additional
line wires are saved. The system may
be designed to use a short track circuit
at both ends of the passing track, with
a long track circuit between them,

Fig. 5-Typical power sup
ply and special code-trans
mitting combination circuits
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,110vements. It will be noted in Fig. 4
that the A3TES time-element stick
relay is normally held up by positive
battery B+over a front contact of the
A3T track relay and its own front
stick contact. However, once the
A3TES relay is down it will not pick
up again until the time limit, imposed
by the A3TE time element relay, has
lapsed. To complete the A3TE cir
cuit the A3T track relay must again
be up, causing positive battery B+ to
pass over a front contact of that relay
and over a back contact of A3TES re
lay, through the A3TE coils, and to
negative battery. The main purpose
of this circuit arrangement is to give
·.the sTFP and sTBP relays time to

whether the train is taking siding, an
example of which was just covered
briefly. Referring to Fig. 3, it will be
noted that at the east end of the pass
ing tracks there is a short track circuit
through the switch, designated as 9T
in this case, but in Fig. 4, there is no
similar circuit at the east end of the
passing track, the long track circuit,
designated as A3T in this case, ex
tending through the switch. A long
and short track circuit in this arrange
ment are employed for several rea
sons, the most important being that a
relay is required at the east end to
pick the inbound stick relay 9S. This
short track circuit, furthermore, is not
part of the actual overlap, thus allow-

but this requires additional line wires
for the necessary overlap controls.

Line circuits at sidings include two
power wires, and three control
wires, the track repeatel- wire men
tioned heretofore and shown as 9TP
and 3TP on Fig. 3 and 4, and a green
control wire for each station-entering
signal which extends to the opposite
end of the passing track. These wires
are shown as 9G and lOG in Fig. 3
and 3G and 4G in Fig. 4.

This system was devised, planned
and installed by the Rock Island under
the direction of C. R. Swenson, sig
nal engineer, the major items of sig
naling material being furnished by
the Union Switch & Signal Company.


